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Editorial 
Dear Madam, dear Sir,   

Here they are—our new releases as well as our journals . Of course, there is more to 
come, and there have been more releases if you read German, too. 

We proudly present our new partner in North America: Columbia University Press . 
We are overjoyed to have such a renowned, high-profile and reliable partner at our 
side. Our books moved this summer, and things are starting to roll. 

If you are an author  with Barbara Budrich Publishers or Budrich UniPress, you are 
entitled to a 30% discount off the recommended retail price. Please send your order 
directly to Karen . She will make sure the delivery is made swiftly, wherever you may 
be located on the planet. Alternatively, register as our author at our shop 
(www.barbara-budrich.net ) await confirmation and you can even buy our ebooks as 
well as all printed matter with your author’s discount. 

As a lecturer  you may ask for free reading copies in case you would like to consider a 
course adoption. Get in touch with Nele; she will guide you through the process. 

If you would like to review any of our publications for your pertinent journal or any oth-
er academic media, let Corinna  know. She will provide you with a free review copy. 

You want to publish with us? We are delighted! And Miriam  is, in particular! Just send 
your book proposal to her. 

Interested in sample copies, subscriptions, online access to our journals? Let Josef  
know, he can help you there, and can also put you on to the editors in case you would 
like to submit your text for publication with any of our journals. 

 

 

Best wishes, 
Yours Barbara (Budrich) 

http://www.barbara-budrich.net
http://www.barbara-budrich.net
http://www.budrich-academic.com
http://www.budrich-journals.com
mailto:nele.deters@budrich.de
mailto:corinna.hipp@budrich.de
mailto:miriam.maydell@budrich.de
mailto:josef.esser@budrich.de
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 New Releases 
 

GABRIELE ABELS / HEATHER MACRAE (EDS.)  
Gendering European Integration Theory  
Engaging New Dialogues  
2016. 304 pp. Hc. 54,90 € (D), 56,50 € (A), US$79.95, GBP 47.95  
ISBN 978-3-8474-0640-2 – eISBN 978-3-8474-0256-5, 43,99 € 
The authors engage a dialogue between European integration theories and 
gender studies. The contributions illustrate where and how gender 
scholarship has made creative use of integration theories and thus 
contributes to a vivid theoretical debate. The chapters are designed to make 
gender scholarship more visible to integration theory and, in this way 
stimulates the broader theoretical debates. Investigating the whole range of 

integration theory with a gender lens, the authors illustrate if and how gender scholarship has made 
or can make creative use of integration theories. 
 

EMANUELA CHIAPPARINI (ED.) 
The Service User as a Partner in Social Work Projects and Education 
Concepts and Evaluations of Courses with a Gap-Mending Approach in 
Europe 
2016. 144 pp. Pb. 22,00 € (D), 22,70 € (A), US$33.00, GBP 19.95 
ISBN 978-3-8474-0507-8 – eISBN 978-3-8474-0929-8 
To become a competent social worker it is essential to know the perspective 
of the service users. Therefore, service users are more and more included in 
field research projects and the instruction of social workers to-be. However, 
they are usually reduced to the role of informants and not actively taking part 
as co-partners. For the first time, this anthology gives an overview of courses 

in which service users and students share their experiences and work together on the same level 
using gapmending methods. The applications and evaluations of these courses in different European 
countries are discussed in this volume. 
 

http://www.barbara-budrich.net
http://www.budrich-academic.com
http://www.budrich-journals.com
https://shop.budrich-academic.de/produkt/gendering-european-integration-theory/?v=3a52f3c22ed6
https://shop.budrich-academic.de/produkt/the-service-user-as-a-partner-in-social-work-projects-and-education/
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JULIANE KLEIN 
Transferring Professional Knowledge and Skills 
The Case of Central and Eastern European Migrant Physicians in German 
Hospitals 
2016. 239 pp. Pb. 32,00 € (D), 32,90 € (A) 
ISBN 978-3-86388-733-9 
eISBN: 978-3-86388-297-6 
Due to the current shortage of medical doctors in Germany, hospital 
administrations increasingly recruit physicians from abroad to meet their 
demand. Relaxed migration policies and access regulations to the medical 
profession enable the formal recognition of these physicians’ qualifications. 

However, the question remains whether these measures suffice to ensure a smooth transfer of 
professional knowledge and skills. Research on the migration of highly skilled migrants has thus far 
predominantly focused on macro-structural aspects, whereas their actual integration at the 
workplace remains largely unexplored.  
 
 

HELENA RYTÖVUORI-APUNEN (ED.) 
The Regional Security Puzzle Around Afghanistan 
Bordering Practices in Central Asia and Beyond 
2016. 340 pp. Hc. 59,90 € (D), 61,60 € (A), GBP 49.95, US$89.95 
ISBN 978-3-8474-0789-8 
eISBN 978-3-8474-0912-0 
Western military presence wanes in Afghanistan and a transformed security 
environment challenges borders and stability in Central Asia. This book 
examines how the tensions relating to the reorganization of external military 
presence interact with regional states’ ambitions and challenge the borders 
already contested by numerous dividing lines. It studies a complex political 

landscape across which radical Islam connected with international terrorism is feared to spread as 
the international mission initiated in the wake of the 9/11 attacks winds down. 
 

http://www.barbara-budrich.net
http://www.budrich-academic.com
http://www.budrich-journals.com
https://shop.budrich-academic.de/produkt/transferring-professional-knowledge-and-skills
https://shop.budrich-academic.de/product/the-regional-security-puzzle-around-afghanistan/
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CHRISTIANE SCHIERSMANN/ SIF EINARSDÓTTIR/ JOHANNES KATSAROV / 
JUKKA LERKKANEN/  RACHEL MULVEY/ JACQUES POUYAUD/ KESTUTIS 

PUKELIS / PETER WEBER (EDS.)  
European Competence Standards for the Academic Training of 
Career Practitioners  
NICE Handbook Volume II  
2016. 136 pp. Paperback. 4c. 24,90 € (D), 25,60 € (A),  
US$36.95, GBP 21.95 
ISBN 978-3-8474-0504-7 
eISBN 978-3-8474-0925-0 
This handbook introduces common European competence standards for 

the academic training of career practitioners in Europe, together with some proposals and examples, 
of how to implement and establish such competence standards in practice. More than 200 experts 
from all across Europe have contributed to the development of these shared standards of the 
Network for Innovation in Career Guidance and Counselling in Europe (NICE). The standards are 
already being used in many countries for the development of degree programmes.  
 
 

 

http://www.barbara-budrich.net
http://www.budrich-academic.com
http://www.budrich-journals.com
https://shop.budrich-academic.de/product/european-competence-standards-for-the-academic-training-of-career-practitioners/?lang=en&v=3a52f3c22ed6
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Journals 
ERIS – European Review of International Studies  
ISSN   2196-6923 – ISSN Online: 2196-7415 
Volume 2, 2015 – Current  Issue 3 2015 
Special Issue, Part I, German Ordoliberalism –  
Guest Editor Brigitte Young 
Special Issue, Part II, Towards Systems of Inter-Organisational Coope-
ration in Peace Processes? – Guest Editors Milena Dieckhoff, Philippe 
Droz-Vincent, Frédéric Ramel 
Published twice a year plus one special issue. Pages per issue: approx. 200 
(Format B5 – 17 x 24) 
Further information and prices at: www.erisjournal.eu  

 
The European Review of International Studies (ERIS) seeks to be a journal to which those who 
wish to know what is happening in ‚European‘ International Relations can turn.  It aims to achieve 
this goal by an extensive review section of monographs published in European languages and re-
view articles of the literature on substantive themes or significant developments in different Euro-
pean academic communities. lIts other principal goal is to publish original articles and from time to 
time translations of existing major articles not readily available in English. 
 
ERIS aims:  

• to reflect the European specificities and approaches.  
• to be an outlet in English in particular for non-English language authors but including English 

language authors. 
• to make the Anglophone world aware of research in other languages. 
• to make non-English language authors aware of research in other non-English academic cul-

tures and languages. 
• to encourage transdisciplinarity across the social sciences and humanities among those con-

cerned with international studies broadly defined. 
• to be eclectic in terms of concept, method and approach with rigorous international academic 

standards. 
 
Editors: 
AJR Groom , Canterbury Christ Church University, UK, Christian Lequesne, CERI, Paris, France 
 
Steering Committee: Editors ex officio, Mika Aaltola, Bertrand Badie, David Bates, Tom Biersteker, 
Aurélien Colson, Frédéric Charillon, Wolf-Dieter Eberwein, Elise Féron, Frédéric Ramel 
 
Managing Editor:  Antoinette Groom, supported by CCCU 
 
Language area Associate-Editors: Mika Aaltola, Sinem Acikmese, Tomas Baum, Anna Caffarena, 
Oriol Costa, Jaap de Wilde, Ondrej Ditrych, Wolf-Dieter Eberwein, Laura Ferreira-Pereira, Heinz 
Gärtner, Alexis Heraclides, Frédéric Ramel, Andrei P. Tsygankov  
 
Sub-field Associate-Editors: Bertrand Badie, Tom Biersteker, Frédéric Charillon, Aurélien Colson, 
Elise Féron, Iver Neumann, Franck Petiteville, Bob Reinalda, Ben Rosamond,  Harm Schepel, 
Andrew Williams 

http://www.erisjournal.eu
http://www.barbara-budrich.net
http://www.budrich-academic.com
http://www.budrich-journals.com
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IJREE – International Journal for Research on Extended Education  
ISSN: 2196-3673 – ISSN Online: 2196-7423 
Volume 4, 2016 
Published twice a year 
Language: English 
Current Issue: 1-2016 (August 2016) 
Further information and prices: ijree.budrich-journals.com 
 

 

The International Journal for Research on Extended Education (IJREE)  aims at creating interna-
tional visibility and a stronger scientific profile for the research field of extended education. The Jour-
nal is published by a group of internationally renowned educational researchers and is funded by the 
German Research Foundation (DFG). 

From early childhood to late adolescence, young people are enrolled in various public or private 
forms of educational arrangements. Some of them, particularly pre-school-aged children, attend kin-
dergarten or participate in early learning courses. School-aged children often participate in school- or 
community-based programmes, forms of private tutoring or after-school activities such as art courses 
or academic clubs, or they attend all-day schools. 

In as far as these activities and programmes focus on the social, emotional and academic develop-
ment of children and young people and are pedagogically structured to make it easier for the partici-
pants to learn specific contents they can be summarized by the term extended education. 

Editorial Board: Prof. Dr. Sang Hoon Bae, SungKyunKwan University, South Korea; Prof. Dr. 
Manuela du Bois‐Reymond, Leiden University, Netherlands; Prof. Dr. Alan Dyson, University of 
Manchester, UK; Prof. Dr. Natalie Fischer, University of Kassel, Germany; Dr. Bjoern Haglund, 
University of Gothenburg, Sweden; Dr. Denise Huang, Los Angeles National Center for Research on 
Evaluation, Standards, and Student Testing (CRESST), USA; Prof. Dr. Anna Klerfelt, University of 
Gothenburg, Sweden; Prof. Dr. Eckhard Klieme, German Institute for Educational Research, 
Frankfurt, Germany; Prof. Dr. Joe Mahoney, Elizabethtown College, PA, USA; Prof. Dr. Sabine 
Maschke (editor in charge), University of Marburg; Germany; Prof. Dr. Fuyuko Kanefuji, Bunkyo 
University, Japan; Prof. Dr. Marianne Schuepbach, University of Bamberg, Germany; Prof. Dr. 
Ludwig Stecher (editor in charge), Justus Liebig University Gießen, Germany 

 

http://www.barbara-budrich.net
http://www.budrich-academic.com
http://www.budrich-journals.com
http://budrich-journals.de/index.php/IJREE
http://www.dfg.de/en/
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INSEP – Jou rnal of the International Network  
for Sexual Ethics and Politics 
ISSN: 2196-6931 – ISSN-Online: 2196-694X 
Volume 4, 2016  
Published twice a year 
Language: English 
Current Issue: 2-2014 (Aug 15) 
Further informationen and prices: insep.budrich-journals.com    
  
 
 
 

 

INSEP is a trans-disciplinary journal for the publication of critical research work on any aspect of se-
xual ethics and politics as it pertains to sexual identities, practices, behaviours, relations, orientati-
ons, desires and pleasures, geographies, histories, national and transnational politics and policy, 
theories and ideas. It provides a space where academics and practitioner/activists can debate key 
and contemporary issues, debates and disagreements on all aspects of sexual ethics and politics.  
 
The journal’s mission is that of the network that underpins it, the International network for Sexual 
Ethics and Politics. The journal seeks to promote: 

• Critical understandings of the ethical problems and possibilities for diverse sexualities; 
• Critical understandings of the discourses, vocabularies and bodies of knowledge by which 

sexuality is conceived, understood and articulated in contemporary societies, and their histor-
ical lineages; 

• Critical awareness and evaluations of the beneficence or malfeasance of particular articula-
tions of sexuality, strengths or deficiencies of different sexual cultures and discourses, their 
historical antecedents and their contemporary patterns of prejudice, pathology and discrimi-
nation or practice and advocacy, as well as emergent sexual politics aiming at emancipation 
and liberation; 

• Critical understandings of the role of law, politics and culture in the prohibition, permission or 
regulation of sexualities, both in its oppressive deployment and possibly liberating possibili-
ties in contemporary societies; 

• And, finally, critical and constructive engagements with sexual ethics itself, thinking through 
its forms, role and meanings, and its history, present and future. 

 
Editors in Chief: Tom Claes, University of Ghent, Belgium; Paul Reynolds, Edge Hill University, UK 
 
Deputy Editor: Allison Moore, Edge Hill University, UK 
 
Editorial Board: Lisa Downing, University of Birmingham, UK; Alex Dymock, University of London, 
UK; Donald E. Hall, Lehigh University, USA; Mark Thomas, Queensland University of Technology, 
Australia; Angelika Tsaros, Institute for Queer Theory, Berlin, Germany; Jeffrey Weeks, London 
South Bank University, UK 

http://www.barbara-budrich.net
http://www.budrich-academic.com
http://www.budrich-journals.com
http://budrich-journals.de/index.php/insep
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PCS – Politics, Culture and Socialization   
ISSN: 1866-3427 – ISSN Online: 2196-1417 
Volume 7, 2016 
Published twice a year 
Language: English 
Current Issue: 2-2014 (Oct 15) 
Further information and prices: pcs.budrich-journals.com 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Politics, Culture and Socialization  (PCS) publishes new and significant work in all areas of political 
socialization in order to achieve a better scientific understanding of the origins of political behaviors 
and orientations of individuals and groups. Political socialization theory and research focus on pro-
cesses by and structures through which individuals become or do not become politically active and 
acquire or do not acquire general political knowledge, and particular political beliefs, opinions, atti-
tudes, emotions, values and behavioral intentions. The focus of attention is on political socialization 
processes (political education, information, persuasion, marketing, propaganda) and political sociali-
zation structures (family, school, mass media, peer groups, social networks, and politics). 
 
PCS publishes new and significant contributions that report on current scientific research, discuss 
theory and methodology, or review relevant literature. It welcomes the following types of contribu-
tions on topics which fall within its aim and scope: (1) empirical research articles, (2) theoretical arti-
cles which analyze or comment on established theory or present theoretical innovations, (3) meth-
odological articles, (4) book reviews.  
 
Board of Editors:  Christ'l De Landtsheer, University of Antwerp, Belgium; Russell Farnen, Universi-
ty of Connecticut, USA; Dan German, Appalachian State University, USA; Henk Dekker, Leiden Uni-
versity, Netherlands 
 
Book Reviews Editor:  Jolanda van der Noll, Université Louvain-La-Neuve, Belgium – Honorary 
Book Reviews Editor:  Trond Solhaug, Norwegian University of Science and Technology; Norway 
 
Editorial Board Secretary:  Jana Leyman, University of Antwerp, Belgium  
 
Board of Editors Members:  Ilai Alon, William Bostock, Margaret Conway, Gyorgy Csepeli, Paul 
Dekker, John Duckitt, Ofer Feldmann, Robert Gilbert, Orit Ichilov, Ronald Inglehart, Ann Arbor, Ger-
da Lederer, Henri Milner, Richard Niemi, David L. Paletz, Marek Payerhin, Paul Sniderman, Trond 
Solhaug, Heinz Sünker 
 
The International Advisory Panel  is made up of members of the Research Committees 21 and 29 of 
the International Political Science Association. 

http://www.budrich-academic.com
http://www.budrich-journals.com
http://budrich-journals.de/index.php/pcs
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News 
 

Columbia University Press: New partner for Budrich 
in the U.S.  
 
This summer, our books moved house: from ISBS in Portland, Oregon, to Col-
umbia University Press in New York. Only about 12 months after launching 
Barbara Budrich Publishers, we signed an agreement with International Stand-
ard Book Services, who have been our North American distributor ever since. 
Supported by our small office that is now located in Toronto, we were thus 
present in the U.S. and Canada. They have done tremendous work, and we 
are grateful for the professional support and re-
presentation!  

After all these years, it was a tough decision to  
move—and yet, we feel, it has been a necessary de-
cision, too. A renowned academic publishing house 
like Columbia University Press is much closer to our 
business than a professional distributor without its 
own list of books and journals. Thus, our titles will be 
present at most important academic conferences and 
shows, i.e., APSA book exhibition, ISA and many mo-
re. 

We thank the marvellous team at ISBS for all the 
support, and are now looking forward to what we can achieve with our new 
partners in New York. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.barbara-budrich.net
http://www.budrich-academic.com
http://www.budrich-journals.com
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budrich journals are now using CROSSREF 
www.crossref.org   
 

 

Crossref is a non-profit network founded in 2000 with a mandate to 
make reference linking throughout online scholarly literature efficient 
and reliable. Crossref is the biggest Digital Object Identifier (DOI) regis-
tration agency of the International DOI Foundation, where over 90% of 
all assigned DOIs are registered, and is committed to long term sus-
tainability. In 2016, this citation linking network covers over 75 million 
journal articles and other content items from more than 5,000 scholarly 
and professional publishers around the globe. 
 
Crossref holds no full text content, but rather effects linkages through DOIs. DOIs are 
unique alphanumeric strings assigned to a digital object – in this case, an electronic article. 
In the Crossref system, each DOI is associated with a set of basic metadata and a URL 
pointer to the full text, so that it uniquely identifies the content item and provides a persis-
tent link to its location on the internet. DOIs consist of DOI-prefixes assigned by Crossref 
(Barbara Budrich Publishers: 10.3224) and DOI-suffixes generated by the publisher itself.  
 
Outbound Reference Links are links to any of an article’s citations that point to content al-
ready registered in the Crossref system. A researcher clicking on a Crossref link will be au-
tomatically connected to a page on the publisher’s website showing a full bibliographical ci-
tation of the article, and, in most cases, the abstracts as well. 
 

� You cite article A. Article A is registered at Crossref with a DOI. You paste the DOI of 
article A in your → reference list. The URL of the DOI links to the landing page of ar-
ticle A on the publisher's website. 

� Your article is cited by article B. The author of article B pastes the DOI of your article 
in his/her 

� reference list. The URL of the DOI links to the landing page of your article at 
www.budrich-journals.com.   

 
Initially, Budrich’s DOIs stemmed from the German DOI agency. However, since global 
linkage is much easier through Crossref, Budrich decided to switch agencies for the benefit 
of the journals, the authors, the scientific community at large and, thus, ultimately the pub-
lishing house as well. 
 

http://www.crossref.org
http://www.budrich-journals.com
http://www.barbara-budrich.net
http://www.budrich-academic.com
http://www.budrich-journals.com
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Dr. Marcelli Burdelski, Prof. Tadeusz Walas, Barbara 
Budrich, and Prof. Roman Bäcker at the IPSA World 
Congress in Poznan, Poland. 

Handing on the flag from the Polish LOC (Roman Bäcker (front 
right) and Tadeusz Wallas (back in the middle)) to the Australi-
an LOC (Katherine Gelber (front left)) with the help of Past Pre-
sident Aiji Tanaka (on the right corner in the back) and the new 
President Ilter Turan (left corner in the back). 

IPSA 2016 World Congress in Poznan  
 
 
The rushed relocation of the 2016 IPSA World 
Congress from Istanbul, Turkey, to Poznan, Po-
land, was no small challenge to the Canadian 
IPSA team and the local organizers in Turkey 
and Poland—and, after all, it became a master-
piece in organization. Some 3,000 international 
scholars needed to be informed, travel plans 
rescheduled, an entire program reorganized 
and transferred to a new location. It worked out 
beautifully. And it turned out the right way to 
stage this year’s IPSA World Congress, the cur-
rent situation in Turkey being inscrutable and not 
too safe. 
 
For Budrich, it was a brilliant meeting place with many authors, old and new, from all over 
the world. Many new projects were discussed, and it was great to meet with old friends 
again. 
 
In the end, the IPSA Congress provided the perfect backdrop for a new agreement between 
the Polish Political Science Association – Polskie Towarzystwo Nauk Politycznych (PTNP) 
and Budrich. As of August 2016, all members of the PTNP have online access to pertinent 
Budrich journals—German and English—the association covering the cost. Prof. Roman 
Bäcker, PTNP president, of Torun University and Prof. Tadeusz Walas, vice president, of 
Poznan University were accompanied by Dr. Marceli Burdelski, treasurer, of Gdansk Uni-
versity to sign the agreement at the Poznań Congress Center (PCC), where the conference 
was held. Budrich commented: “I think an agreement like this is perfect to facilitate interna-
tional scholarly exchange—and we want to do as much as a publisher can to enhance this.” 
 

http://www.barbara-budrich.net
http://www.budrich-academic.com
http://www.budrich-journals.com
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Press Clippings 
 

 
Alina Mungiu-Pippidi (ed.) 
Government Favouritism in Europe 
The ANTICORRP Project: Anticorruption Report, vol. 3 
2015. 128 pp. Pb.19,90 € (D), 20,50 € (A), US$29.95, GBP 17.95 
ISBN 978-3-8474-0795-9 
eISBN 978-3-8474-0921-2 
These succinct and eye-opening quantitative estimates of what really goes on be-
neath the surface of government make for indispensable reading and should 
straighten out anyone who doubts that the powerful always find ways to reinforce 
their influence and wealth, even on the “cleanest” of continents. 

Foreign Affairs 05-06/2016 
 

 
Kari Palonen 
The Politics of Parliamentary Procedure 
The Formation of the Westminster Procedure as a Parliamentary Ideal Type 
2016. Ca. 270 pp. Pb. Ca. 34,90 € (D), 35,90 € (A), US$49.95, GBP 31.95 
ISBN 978-3-8474-0787-4 
eISBN 978-3-8474-0910-6 
The book is of interest for anyone trying to gain an understanding of Parliamentary 
procedure, as it contemporises procedure as opposed to historical procedure, and it 
will be useful for those British scholars who are interested in the changing  proce-
dure of Westminster. 

Political Studies Review 05/2016 
 
 

Kari Palonen/ José María Rosales (eds.) 
Parliamentarism and Democratic Theory 
Historical and Contemporary Perspectives 
2015. 324 pp. Pb. 42,00 € (D), 43,20 € (A), US$58.00, GBP 36.95 
ISBN 978-3-8474-0158-2 – eISBN 978-3-8474-0468-2 
“Parliamentarism and Democratic Theory” is a critically important 
work of exceptional scholarship and very higly recommended for aca-
demic library Political Sicence reference collections in general, and 
Parliamentary Democracy supplemental studies reading lists in par-
ticular. 

Midwest Book Review 1/2016 
 
 

http://www.barbara-budrich.net
http://www.budrich-academic.com
http://www.budrich-journals.com
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Sibylle Reinhardt  
Teaching Civics  
A Manual for Secondary Education Teachers  
2015. 244 pp. Pb. 29,90 € (D), 30,80 € (A), US$45.95, GBP 26.95  
ISBN 978-3-8474-0704-1 – eISBN 978-3-8474-0851-2 
The book is very well written in an accessible style which is well served by the transla-
tion which presents a number of difficult concepts and materials in an engaging manner. 
Overall the book makes an important contribution at both a scholarly and practical level. 

Journal of Social Science Education 2/2016 
 

* * * 
• Has your book been reviewed, and we haven’t included it here? 
• Are you interested in a review copy of our publications? 

 
Get in touch with Corinna   

http://www.barbara-budrich.net
http://www.budrich-academic.com
http://www.budrich-journals.com
mailto:corinna.hipp@budrich.de
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International Partners 
 
Distribution Germany and ROW: Brockhaus/Commission 
Kreidlerstr. 9. D-70806 Kornwestheim. Germany  
Tel. +49 (0) 7154.13 27-0 
Fax +49 (0) 7154.13 27-13 
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